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ABSTRACT

Two color multiphoton io~ization has been used to
spectroscopy of Lu atoms near the ionizatiorithreshold

tron volts (43800 cm-’).

INTRODUCTION

87545

examine the
of 5.43 elec-

Sensitive elemental analysis of the rare earth elements, par-
ticularly with respect to isotope ratios, is often complicated by
the presence of isobars which interfere with mass spectrometric
analysis. Resonance or multiphoton ionization spectroscopy offers
the opportunity to alleviate these interferences oy selectivt:ly
ionizing the species of interest, using the electronic transitiofis
characteristic of that element. Two-photon, one-color photoioniza-

tiun of lutetium, using the 2Do3,2 intermediate leveI at 22125 cm-’,

has been shown to discriminate against isobaric ytterbium by a
factor of at least 5000fl,while accurately reprorluclngthe lutetium

isotope ratio.’ The use of secondary resonances, such as Rydb@rg ow
autoion!zation levels, offers the possibility of further selectiv-
~ty, through the simultaneous matching of two resonances, and in-
creased sensitlvlty, through Increased cross scctlons for absorption
near or a+ove the ionization threshold. The intent of the current
effort IS to elucldate those levels in Iutetlum which may promote
such detection techniques.

EXPERIMENTAL

A X~Cl* excimer laser was used to simultaneously pump two dye
laser systems for these photoionizatlon exp~~riments. The first,
oper~tlng with pulse energies of 20 to 100 mlcrojoules, was used to

slturate the 5d6sz 20
3/2

“ k16s6p 2D03,2 transition of lutetlum at

22125 cm-’. The second dye laser, with pulse energies up to 2 mll-
I]JOUIPS, was tuned through the spectral region corresponding to

transitions from the 2“o
3/2 state to highly exclteclRydberg levels

and autolonlzlng stctes. In both cases, thr dy(’mlmlarln-4ti0 was

utlllzed, with dye Idser bandwloths on the ord~r of 0.2 cm
-1

over
the 4380 to 4780 )(t(Jr~lngcurve.



The dye laser beams were directed antiparallel through the ion-
ization region of a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. Both beams
were unfocused and 3 mm in diameter. Ions thus created were ex-
tracted into the drift tube of the apparatus with a pulsed field
synchronized to follow the firing of the laser. When high potentials
were required for field ionization of Rydberg states, DC extraction
was used. Signal processing electronics recorded the llitetiumion
signal arriving at the spectromete~ls electron multiplier.

Lutetium atoms for photoionization were provided by resistively
heatinq a thin foil of the metal. Source temperatures ranqed from
900to-1200°c.

F?ESULTS

Figure 1 shows the observed one-
two Dh,otonDhotoionization sDectra of

(lower) and two- (upper) color,
lutetium. In the lower trace,

a single laser was scanned over the indicated wavelength region; in”

the upper trace.,the second laser at 22125 cm‘1 (4519 ~) was added.
Both traces are shown on the same scale and are uncorrected for the
tuning curve of the laser dye. At the laser powers used, optical
saturation of several tra~~iiions was observed to occur.

Table 1 lists the observed photoionization peaks, with the
origin of each peak listed, and cross references to Figure 1. Four
autolonization levels are observed, three of which have been pre-

viously noted.2 In two cases, both single- and two-color transi-
tions to the same dutoionizing level are seen. Several single-color
resonances are a

tlons.3
A number of

or]qln In known
icantly enhanced

:~ found, co~respondlng to known Iutetlum ~r~nsi-

single-color reson~nces are found which have no
utetium t.ransltions(peaks A-E). Some have slgnif-
10nlZdtlOH probability with the d(ldltlOn of the

4519 ~-laser (“atigventedsingle-color’:),and two (peaks L)and E)

htivepreviously been assigned ds dutoionlzlng resonances.2 The true
orlgln of these slgndls IS currently under Investlqatlon.

Transitions to Ryclberglevels frcm the intermediate 2Do
3/2

level were also observed, but were few
Ization Iimitdtlons In our dpparatus.

DISCUSS1ON

Our results lnuicate th~t thp use
corljun~.tionwith resonant lrlterrnediate

in number due to field ion-

of autoionizlng levels in
[eve!s can lead to a signif-

icant incre~se in the ionization probab]l]ty of lutet.lurn.PoW6r
studies indicate thd! this lncrc?dsemdy be as idrgf’ds two orders
of magnitude, ccxnpard to single-color resondn~~ ]onizatlon under
slmlldr idSP1’conditluns.



In further efforts to increase the analytical sensitivity of
the resonance ionization process, calculations have been performed

using rate equations modeling.4 These have confirmed the beneficial
effect of the use of autoionizing resonances found experimentally.
Results indicate that the applicable absorption cross sections are
sufficient for the use of continuous wave laser excitation, with the
accompanying increase in the ionization duty cycle.
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Table 1 Observed Photoionization Transitions

Label Wavelength (~) Origin

A 4397

B 4404

c 4415

D 4428

E 4443

F 4465

4480

G

H

I

J

4499

4508

4513

4519

4562

K 4576

L 4606

Augmented single-color (doublet)

Augmented single-color (doublet)

Single-color

Augmented single-cGlor

Augmented single-color

Tin-color transition to auto-

ionizing level at 44515 cm-”’

Single-color resonance for

thermally excited lutetium

Single-color resonance

Two-color transition to auto-

Ionizing level at 44302 cm-’

Single-color transition to auto-

ionizing level at 44302 cm-’

Single-color resonance (both

lasers at same wavelength)

Single-color transition to auto-

ionizing level at 43832 cm-’

Two-color tralsitlon to auto-

ionizing level at 43973 cm-1

Two-color transiti~n to auto-

Ionizing level at fi3832cm-’
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